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Fleece & Harmony

Our yarn is made from natural, untreated wool and 
alpaca fibre sourced primarily on Prince Edward 
Island, from happy animals. Our gentle process 
preserves the natural variation and lustre of the 
fibre, and our pasture raising practices mean the 
animal’s true qualities shine through yarns made 
with our own fleeces (occasionally this includes 
bits of hay or anything else they may have gotten 
in to).

We produce a semi-worsted yarn where the fibres 
are orderly, but not TOO orderly, just how we like 
things around here! 
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We are sisters Kim Doherty-Smith and Jennifer Taran. Fleece & Harmony is the culmination of a passion project that took 
us (and our husbands) away from the big city and into the pastoral fields and shores of Prince Edward Island. 

PEI is a glowing gem of rich green pastures and brilliant red cliffs; an island province surrounded by salty ocean waters 
with a gentle landscape that reminds you to slow down and enjoy the peace and beauty of the moment.  Close your eyes 
and imagine that as you wander country roads, you discover manicured farmsteads, historic lighthouses, rich red soil cliffs, 
quaint fishing villages, and rippling sand dunes shifting in the breeze. 

Woolcome to our life!

SLOWSPUN LIVING

HAPPY SHEEP
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Twilight
GloamingFirst LightDawning

Forget-Me-NotsPansies Wildflowers Buttercups

THe meadow collecTion
COLOURWAYS

In Celtic folklore, dawn and dusk are seen to be moments each day when the fairy realm is close at hand and the boundaries 
between fantasy and reality are thin. At dawn and dusk even the birds forego their industrious activities in favour of song 
and the world becomes imbued with variegated light that makes everything look more beautiful and mysterious. 

The Meadow Collection is inspired by the Scottish landscape and the mysterious thresholds between day and night that 
are so important in folklore and mythology. 



Quartz

River Blue

Amethyst

Autumn BirchCarnival Orange

Carnival Yellow

Perriwinkle Crocus

A Night Without Stars

Plover

Clover

THe meadow collecTion
HUES
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We pulled colour inspiration from the beautiful misty hues of dawn and dusk, and the flora and fauna of the 
Scottish landscape to bring you a spring collection we think you will love!



coloUr iNSPiraTion
DAWNING  & PANSIES
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Opening our spring collection is Dawning. The first 
moments of the day are imbued with rich hues of 
dark blues, purple and electric pops of pink signalling 
the start of the sun’s steady rise above the horizon.

Pansies are some of the first delicate flowers 
to appear after a long dark winter. Their vibrant 
colours mark the first stirrings of life in early spring.



coloUr iNSPiraTion
FIRST LIGHT & WILDFLOWERS
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When the sun peeks out above the horizon, the dark 
shades of purple and blue begin to melt away in 
favour of the brilliant pinks, amber, and soft  greens of 
morning light.

Wildflowers grow wherever they please and ignore the 
boundaries of the garden. These rebellious blooms 
burst forth in early spring to delight our senses with 
their wafting fragrances and beautiful colours.



coloUr iNSPiraTion
GLOAMING & BUTTERCUPS
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These whimsical yellow flowers stand tall and proud 
from early spring to late summer and are with us 
through long warm days to the first chilly winds of of 
fall. 

After the sun’s arc has reached it’s fullest peak, the sky 
seems to catch fire as the light changes from bright 
clear blues to rusty oranges and yellows. Gloaming 
marks the beginning of the transition from day to 
night.



coloUr iNSPiraTion
TWILIGHT & FORGET-ME-NOTS
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As the sun dips below the horizon, we are left with the 
last colours of day. Deep blues and rich purples wake 
the creative stirrings of the mind and soul.

Just as the day is often over before we know it, these 
delicate blooms die soon after they flower. Their blue 
petals and short-lived beauty are a fitting companion 
for Twilight.
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PaTTErNS
WHITECAPS SHAWL

By: Ash Alberg

Whitecaps is a just-frilly-enough, lightweight, but surprisingly cozy 
shawl that is absolutely perfect for walking on the beach at low 
tide. Gather all the shells and sea glass you can find!

Shown in  Forget-Me-Nots, Pansies, and Buttercups.
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PaTTErNS
TO THE POINT SHAWL

By: Heidi  Kirrmeier

To The Point is a striking design by Heidi Kirrmaier that is the 
perfect size and weight for warmth, with a beautiful sophisticated 
shape. It’s a wonderful shawl for absolutely any occasion.

Shown in Twilight, Dawning, First Light, and Gloaming
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PaTTErNS
REFLECT SHAWL

By: Ash Alberg

We have searched far and wide for the perfect shawl for our 
Signature Collection. Reflect is generous and has lovely drape. 
The beautiful herringbone-style slip stiches allow this piece to 
be worked up shockingly fast and also make our new colourway, 
Twilight, shine through.

Shown in  Twilight, A Night Without Stars, and Mayflower.



www.fleeceandharmony.com

3130 Garfield Road
Belfast, PEI 
C0A 1A0

(902) 659-2550

@fleeceandharmony


